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Abstract 
In this thesis, a centralized hardware monitoring system for HP servers is developed at 

Ericsson in Linköping. The centralized system is then evaluated and compared to the current 

decentralized monitoring system. The results show that not only is the information displayed 

by the centralized system more detailed, but the configuration process for new servers is also 

simplified. Cost savings are also identified, since the same monitoring plugin and 

configuration script can be used for all server generations. Interviews with employees who 

work with monitoring on a daily basis also shows that they prefer the centralized monitoring 

system over the current decentralized system, however a high availability solution needs to be 

implemented for the central part of the monitoring system since it otherwise can become a 

single point of failure. 
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1 Introduction 

Monitoring is a concept that is widely used within many fields. The Webster dictionary 

defines that to monitor is “to watch, keep track of, or check usually for a special purpose” 

(Monitor, 2018). In the context of server hardware, the purpose is to monitor for hardware 

status and errors. Many companies today have large and complex data centers with many 

critical servers and for that reason, data center monitoring has become an important part of 

ensuring that the organization can fulfil its goals. The Webster dictionary also defines that to 

centralize is “to bring (things that are in different places) together at a single point or place” 

(Centralize, 2018). From this information, the conclusion can be made that centralized server 

hardware monitoring could be defined as: “to watch and keep track of hardware status of 

servers that are located at different places, from a single point”. 

The thesis will be performed at Ericsson’s GIC (Global ICT Center) in Linköping, which is 

one of three consolidated data centers that are intended to support the organization’s research 

and development teams. The contact with Ericsson was established after answering an 

advertisement for a bachelor degree project. After that, interviews were held and two students 

were selected to perform the project. However, since cooperation is not allowed in the thesis 

course, the task was split up so that one student implements and evaluates a monitoring 

system for Dell, while this thesis considers the implementation and evaluation of a monitoring 

system for HP servers. The evaluation part also covers different aspects. 

The thesis consists of two parts, where one part is to propose how a centralized hardware 

monitoring system for HP servers can be implemented. This will be done by developing the 

missing components that are required for a centralized monitoring system and implement it in 

a test environment. The other part is to evaluate the proposed system against the current 

decentralized monitoring system. This will be done by performing a case study consisting of 

interviews with employees, own observations from the test environment and a review of 

documentation related to the current monitoring system. The aspects covered in the evaluation 

phase will be changes to the initial sever configuration process, received information from the 

monitoring system in case of server hardware failures as well as advantages and 

disadvantages of a centralized monitoring system compared to the current decentralized 

system. 
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2 Background 

In their data center, Ericsson has around 3000 HP servers, which needs to be monitored. 

Today, servers are monitored on a per-server basis, where the monitoring system connects to 

each server and checks its health status. With the need to configure each server for monitoring 

separately and the limited output from the current monitoring system, the idea to implement a 

centralized monitoring system was formed. The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate if a 

centralized monitoring system can decrease configuration that is required for each server and 

if it can give more detailed output when HP servers encounter hardware errors. The following 

subchapters will present a brief technical background as well as a general description of the 

current and proposed monitoring system. 

2.1 Technical Background 

This section will explain technologies, of which basic understanding is required to understand 

the current and proposed implementation that will be presented in this thesis. 

2.1.1 Data Center Monitoring 

Ligus (2013) states that “A monitoring system is a set of software components that performs 

measurements and collects, stores, and interprets the monitored data”. In the context of data 

centers, it is mostly used to become aware of the operation and encountered problems of 

hardware and software. Limoncelli, Hogan and Chalup (2007), discuss two fundamental types 

of monitoring: historical monitoring and real-time monitoring. Historical monitoring is used 

for recording uptime, usage and performance over time, which can be important for planning 

future capacity. Real-time monitoring on the other hand is used to detect problems as they 

happen and to notify system administrators or other responsible staff.  A real-time monitoring 

system is made up of a monitoring component, which detects failures and an alerting 

component, which alerts someone of the failure. Common real-time monitoring systems 

include LibreNMS and Nagios.  

OP5 is a commercial version of Nagios (OP5, n.d.-a), which can monitor system by using 

both active and passive checks. Active checks are initiated by the monitoring system and 

execute a plugin that polls the host or service and then returns the result to the monitoring 
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system (Nagios Core, n.d.-a). Passive checks on are initiated by a process on the monitored 

server and sent to the monitoring system (Nagios Core, n.d.-b). 

2.1.2 Out-of-band Management 

In-band management, also called software-based management is used to access a device such 

as a server or network switch remotely, for example through HTTP or SSH. This makes it 

possible to manage the device from a remote location. However since the management 

channel is established through the device’s software, it will end up unusable if the device 

experiences a hardware or software failure. This is where out-of-band management, also 

called hardware-based management becomes useful. It provides remote management 

independent of the device’s operating state, meaning that it’s usable even when the main 

device is powered off or experiencing a failure. It consists of a separate system that is 

connected to the main system that it’s managing and has its own storage, operating system 

and network connection (Emmert, 2014).  

Since the out-of-band management system is independent of the main system’s operation, it is 

possible to access it even when no operating system is installed, also giving the user access to 

low level features such as the BIOS or boot menu. This makes is possible to do the initial 

server configuration, such as installing the operating system, without having to connect a 

keyboard or monitor. This is a very usable feature in data centers, where no peripheral 

equipment is connected to the servers. 

The major server manufacturers each have their own out-of-band management system, where 

HP uses iLO (Integrated Lights-Out) and Dell uses iDRAC (Integrated Dell Remote Access). 

These systems are accessible through a web interface which allows for features such as 

remote console, power control and hardware monitoring through a variety of sensors 

(Bonoski, Bielawski & Halderman, 2013).  

2.1.3 IT Infrastructure Management Solutions 

For larger organizations with complex IT environments, it will at some point become 

unfeasible to manage each server independently through its out-of-band management system. 

For this purpose, there are different systems available to view information from several out-

of-band systems from one central point. They are called IT infrastructure management 

solutions and are used to manage all servers from a specific manufacturer via a common 
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interface, also called a dashboard. HP has OneView which gathers information from many 

iLO interfaces (HP, 2018) and Dell has a corresponding system that collects information from 

many iDRAC interfaces, which is called OpenManage essentials (Dell, n.d.). These systems 

are commonly used to get an overview health status of all servers in the data center as well as 

performing tasks on many machines at once, such as firmware upgrades. They can also be 

used to perform manual actions on any specific server, such as accessing its remote console.  

2.1.4 Application Programming Interface 

An Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of methods that are used for 

communication between programs. It exposes a set of data and functions to make it possible 

for programs to interact and exchange information (Masse, 2011). One example is the 

Windows API, which a developer can use to access features of the Windows operating system 

without having access to its proprietary source code (Microsoft, n.d.). 

A common type of API is the Representational State Transfer (REST) API, which uses 

common HTTP commands such as GET and POST to receive and transmit information to the 

application. The information from the API is structured in a similar way as a regular website 

and Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI’s) are used to identify different resources 

(Hartikainen, Laitkorpi, Ruokonen & Systä, 2011). For example, all users that the API 

provides might be located in https://api.example.com/users/ and each specific user can have 

its own identifier, located in https://api.example.com/users/{id}.  

The information from and to the REST API is transferred using Extensible Markup Language 

(XML) or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) (Masse, 2011). Both XML and JSON are ways 

to carry structured information that is human readable, as opposed to HyperText Markup 

Language (HTML) which is used describe how information should look on a screen and 

needs to be interpreted by a web browser (W3schools. n.d.).  

2.1.5 Simple Network Management Protocol 

Simple Management Network Protocol (SNMP) is a network protocol that is used to manage 

and monitor network devices such as switches, routers or servers. It has seven different 

message types, where the most common are: “get”, “set” and “trap”. Get is used by a 

monitoring system, such as OP5 to request a specific piece of information from the device, 

such as the system’s temperature or the status on a hard drive. Set is used to change 
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configuration settings of a device, for example to enable or disable network ports (Mauro and 

Schmidt, 2005). A trap is sent by the device that is being monitored to the monitoring system. 

The advantage of traps is that they can be sent as soon as an error occurs, as opposed to 

having to wait until a get command is issued by the monitoring system (Zhang, 2017). 

2.2 Current Monitoring System 

Ericsson uses the monitoring system OP5, which is a commercial version of Nagios. It is 

configured in a topology where one master server pushes its configuration to two pollers. The 

pollers can have many plugin that collect status of hardware or software for different devices 

in the datacenter. For the HP servers, the pollers run a plugin that request status from each 

server’s iLO interface (Figure 2.1). The plugin then returns a status code and message to OP5, 

which uses this information to show the status of the server in its web interface. This 

information is used by the front office team to detect potential problems with the servers. 

Since the monitoring system connects to each server separately, this can be seen as a 

decentralized or distributed monitoring system. 

Data Center

OP5 Master

OP5 Poller 2OP5 Poller 1

 

Figure 2.1.Current monitoring topology (author’s own) 

 

2.3 Proposed Implementation 

The proposed solution is to replace the current HP hardware monitoring plugin with a new 

one, which requests information from one or several OneView servers. The OneView servers 

contain status of all servers, which it gathers from the iLO interfaces of the HP servers in the 
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data center (Figure 2.2). This will create a centralized monitoring system, where the OneView 

instances has information on all HP servers in the datacenter and act as a central part of the 

monitoring system from where OP5 can collect information.  

Data Center

OP5 Master

OP5 Poller 2OP5 Poller 1

OneView 1 OneView 2

 

Figure 2.2 Proposed monitoring topology (author’s own) 
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3 Problem 

Monitoring is an important part of a system administrator’s responsibilities. It ensures that 

problems in the IT infrastructure are detected and handled as early as possible. According to 

Limoncelli, Hogan and Chalup (2014), any error messages from a monitoring system should 

be in plain English and explain what is wrong in technical terms as well as containing a 

suggested resolution to the discovered problem. In Ericsson’s current monitoring system, not 

much information is displayed by OP5 in case of hardware failure. The only output that is 

displayed is “OK: Hardware OK” or “CRITICAL: Hardware error”. While this gives an 

indication that the server needs attention, more detailed output could assist in identifying the 

root cause and solution of the problem quicker.  

Another aspect is that each server needs to be separately configured for monitoring in the 

installation phase, for example a specific account is needed just for monitoring. According to 

Limoncelli et al. (2007), automation is critical, as it improves scalability and eliminates 

repetitive tasks, giving system administrators more time to improve services. If the centralized 

monitoring system eliminates the step where each server needs to be separately configured for 

monitoring, this could lead to big time savings for organizations which has a large volume of 

servers.  

3.1 Previous Research 

In the article “Monitoring Tools for Large Scale Systems”, Miller et al. (2010) demonstrates 

how a large scale monitoring system can be deployed. As one part of the implementation, the 

authors constructed Nagios plugins that uses SNMP to monitor server status, using Dell 

OpenManage. Their conclusions was that hardware monitoring leads to better fault-detection 

and fault prediction. The implementation is somewhat similar to the one in this thesis. 

OpenManage is the IT infrastructure management solution from Dell, where OneView is the 

counterpart for HP and will be used in the thesis. The major difference is that in this thesis, 

the monitoring plugin will communicate with OneView using API calls instead of SNMP to 

obtain hardware status of the servers. 

In the article “Use of open source technologies for enterprise server monitoring using 

SNMP”, Kaushik (2010) evaluates different monitoring systems. According to the author, 

open source monitoring systems are often more powerful than commercial products because 
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of their large community. This is especially notable for Nagios that has a large repository of 

plugins. Since OP5 is based on Nagios, all of these plugins also work with OP5 (OP5, n.d.).  

In the conference paper “Cloud Monitoring: definitions, issues and future directions”, Aceto, 

Botta, Donato, and Pescapè (2012) perform an analysis of cloud monitoring. They discover 

that one of the most important reasons for cloud monitoring is troubleshooting, specifically 

helping to locate a problem in a large and complex IT infrastructure. They continue to write 

that in order to operate properly, a monitoring system requires a set of properties. One of 

these properties is accuracy, meaning that measurements are as close as possible to the real 

measured value. They discovered that monitoring systems may lose their accuracy when 

technologies such as virtualization adds additional layers between applications and physical 

resources. This is something to take into consideration in the thesis since OneView acts as an 

extra layer between iLO and OP5. OneView might make the system lose its accuracy or might 

even increase the accuracy if more detailed information is available from OneView compared 

to the iLO interface. 

3.2 Research Questions 

The first part of the thesis is to investigate how the implementation of a centralized 

monitoring system can affect the initial configuration workflow of new servers. 

The second part is to investigate if there is any added value from this system, such as more 

detailed information about errors in the monitoring system.  

The third part is to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of the centralized monitoring 

system, compared to the decentralized monitoring system.  

Three research questions are formulated for this purpose:  

1. How does migrating to a centralized monitoring system change the configuration 

process of new servers? 

2. How does the information received from the monitoring system differ after 

implementing the proposed centralized system? 

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages with a centralized monitoring system 

from a system administrator’s perspective? 
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4 Method 

The method that will be used to answer the research questions is a case study. While regular 

surveys are used to collect data on a limited set of aspects but from many people, case studies 

can cover many aspects, but from a more focused range of people. A case study can either 

consist of a single case or multiple cases and is either holistic or embedded, meaning that it 

will cover the whole area or only specific parts (Gray, 2004). Since this thesis will only cover 

one case and is limited to investigating certain aspects, the method is a single case embedded 

study.  

The method is divided into three steps. “Gather information” is the initial step where 

information about the current monitoring system is collected. “Implementation and analysis” 

is the second step, where the monitoring plugins are developed and tested. “Evaluate 

centralized monitoring system” is the final step, where the proposed monitoring system is 

evaluated against the current one. Each step is divided into smaller sub-steps, which will be 

used to answer the research questions (Figure 4.1). 

 
Evaluate centralized monitoring systemImplementation and analysisGather information

Perform 
interviews

Develop 
monitoring plugin

Implement in test 
environment

Perform 
interviews

Gather 
documentation

Create new 
configuration 

process

Identify 
advantages and 
disadvantages

 
Figure 4.1. Process model describing the method (author's own) 

4.1 Gather Information 

The first step is to gather information about the current setup, this will be done by requesting 

documentation from the organization as well as performing interviews with employees. These 

interviews will be semi-structured, meaning that there is a list of questions that should be 

answered but it is possible to ask follow-up questions or expand on answers (Gray, 2004). 

The interviews will be recorded and transcribed.  The goal with this step is to document the 

process for configuring a new server as well as what information is displayed by the 

monitoring system in the case of a server hardware failure.  

The information received from this step will be used as the baseline for the two first research 

questions: “How does migrating to a centralized monitoring system change the configuration 
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process of new servers?” and “How does the information received from the monitoring 

system differ after implementing the proposed centralized system?” 

 

4.2 Implementation and Analysis 

The second step is to present a proposed implementation. This will be done by developing the 

monitoring plugins that are required to transfer information about server hardware status from 

OneView to OP5. The plugins will be deployed in Ericsson’s sandbox environment where 

they can be tested for stability and functionality. Observing the system in the sandbox 

environment will show if there’s any added or removed functionality in the centralized 

monitoring system and if the output from the system in case of server hardware failure differs 

from that in the decentralized monitoring system. During this step, a revised process for initial 

server configuration will be developed. This process will be based on information that was 

received from earlier interviews, but will be modified to suit the centralized monitoring 

system, after it has been observed in the sandbox environment.  

The information received from this step will be used to answer the two first research 

questions: “How does migrating to a centralized monitoring system change the configuration 

process of new servers?” and “How does the information received from the monitoring 

system differ after implementing the proposed centralized system?” 

 

4.3 Evaluate Centralized Monitoring System 

The third step is to evaluate the centralized monitoring system. This step will be 

accomplished by letting employees evaluate the centralized monitoring system and following 

up with semi-structured interviews, as well as making own observations. Some of the aspects 

covered in this part will be risks and costs associated with the implementation and user’s 

perceptions of the centralized system compared to the decentralized system. The goal of this 

is to produce material that an organization can use to evaluate if a transition from 

decentralized to centralized monitoring is feasible as well as what aspects to take into 

consideration if a centralized monitoring system is implemented.  
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The information received from this step will be used to answer the final research question: 

“What are the advantages and disadvantages with a centralized monitoring system from a 

system administrator’s perspective?” 

 

4.4 Limitations 

Ericsson has both HP and Dell server in their datacenter, but the thesis will be limited to only 

investigating the solution for HP servers, meaning that the script will use OneView to query 

for server health. Since Dell’s OpenManage Essentials uses another API and has its data 

structured differently, a separate script is required for the Dell servers. The reason for only 

investigating HP monitoring system is that Ericsson has two active thesis projects within the 

same area. Another student is investigating a centralized monitoring system for Dell servers, 

but looking more at functionality and stability. Both different vendors and different focus was 

chosen to ensure that the theses do not overlap with each other.  

The plugins that are being developed will only monitor hardware status, however Ericsson 

also has other plugins which monitors the operating systems or hypervisors that run on the 

servers. These plugins will not be replaced.  The reason for this is that OneView only provide 

information about the servers on a hardware level, independent of what software they are 

running. 

4.5 Research Population 

The interview subjects are divided into two groups. The Information Technology Hardware 

(ITHW) team does the initial configuration of the servers and will be asked questions about 

the current configuration. They will also evaluate the configuration process that will be 

developed for the centralized monitoring system. This is because they are the ones who will 

be affected by any change in the configuration workflow and know how it’s handled today.  

The front office team is responsible for watching the monitoring system and take action on 

discovered problems, they will be asked questions about information received from the 

monitoring system in case of server hardware errors. They will also be asked to evaluate the 

centralized monitoring system when it comes to received information. 
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4.6 Ethical Considerations 

Gray (2004) writes that one important ethical consideration for interviews is that the 

participant should not be harmed in any way by the research. If a participant becomes anxious 

or upset at any point, the interview should be immediately cancelled. Another important 

consideration is to have consent for what you are doing. In this study it will be important to 

inform that the interviews are be recorded and to only start the interview after consent from 

the participant.  

4.7 Validity 

To ensure that results are valid, a research instrument must measure what it was intended to 

measure. The validity determines to what extent the results are trustworthy and not biased by 

the subjective views of the researcher (Wohlin et al., 2012). According to Gray (2004), 

validity considerations are extra important in a case study since data is derived from a limited 

population or situation. Gray (2004) mentions four types of validity to take into consideration 

when performing a case study.  

4.7.1 Construct Validity 

Construct validity concerns measurements of abstract concepts, for example knowledge, 

attitude or ability. All of these examples can be interpreted in different ways, so it is important 

to clearly state how the aspects you want to measure are defined in the context of the study 

(Gray, 2004). For example, if the constructs that are discussed in the interview questions are 

not interpreted the same way by the researcher and the interview subject, there is a threat to 

construct validity (Wohlin et al., 2012).  

To fulfill the construct validity requirement, all interview questions will be formulated as 

clear as possible to avoid misinterpretation. All interviews will be performed face to face or 

over telephone, so that potential ambiguities can be clarified immediately, as opposed to a 

survey where misinterpretations can lead to construct validity. 
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4.7.2 Internal Validity 

Internal validity refers to the extent of which conclusions can be drawn from a study. When 

investigating if a factor is affected by a second factor, it is possible that a third factor also 

affects the investigated factor (Wohlin et al., 2012). 

To fulfill internal validity, it will be important to ensure that changes to configuration 

workflow, the monitoring system’s outputted information and employees changed perceptions 

of the monitoring system in fact comes from any changes implemented by the thesis worker. 

Ericsson is a large organization with a large amount of processes so it will be important to 

keep track of any other changes that might affect any of the dependent variables. 

4.7.3 External Validity 

External validity refers to the extent that it is possible to generalize the results of the study 

(Wohlin et al., 2012). This implies that there is a requirement to determine if the results can 

also be relevant for other cases. According to Gray (2004) this is even more prevalent when 

conducting the study at a company. In the context of this thesis, extra care must be taken so 

that the results can be useful not only for the company where the study is performed but also 

other organizations that wish to investigate the possibilities of migrating to a centralized 

monitoring system. 

Since the study is performed at one company, it will be very important to generalize as much 

as possible, so that the results can be useful also for other cases. The initial parts of the study 

will investigate how Ericsson work with monitoring today, but the implementation and 

evaluation parts have to be discussed not only for the specific case but also from a more 

general standpoint. Since Ericsson’s monitoring system is composed of standard software that 

is publically available, it is likely that many organizations have similar monitoring systems 

today. This also makes it possible for an organization to implement the proposed solution by 

using guidelines from this thesis. 

4.7.4 Reliability 

Reliability is related to the reproducibility of the study, if another researcher conducts the 

same study at a later stage, he or she should arrive at the same result (Wohlin et al., 2012). 
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This indicates that it is of great importance to be clear in describing how the study is 

performed and what assumptions are made.  

To fulfil the reliability requirement, it is important to be very clear in how each step in the 

case study is performed. The source code of any developed software will also be made 

available, so the study can be reproduced under the same conditions. 
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5 Results 

This part will present information from interviews and documentation that explains how the 

current monitoring system works, in terms of what information is received and how servers 

are configured for monitoring. It will also explain how the proposed centralized monitoring 

system is developed and implemented and how the received information and configuration 

process differs in the proposed implementation.  

5.1 Interviews 

In total, four interview subjects participated. Two of them work with on the ITHW team that 

handle configuration and troubleshooting of servers and the other two work at the front office 

team, which handle incoming tickets and monitor the health of servers in the data center.  

The initial interviews were conducted over Skype and was mainly used to gather information 

on how the teams work with OP5 today, which information they receive from the monitoring 

system and how the initial configuration of servers is performed.  

After the initial interviews, information was sent out to the participants. This included the 

modified configuration process that was sent to ITHW and examples of output from the 

proposed monitoring system, which was sent to front office. A demonstration was also 

performed at Ericsson in Linköping. It included information that had been sent out earlier to 

the ITHW and front office teams as well as a live demo that showed the process from 

simulating a hardware failure, until it was detected by OneView and finally OP5. It also 

showed how a new server was added to OP5 and configured for monitoring using the new 

configuration process.  

After the demonstration, follow-up interviews was conducted with the purpose of letting the 

interview subjects evaluate the centralized monitoring system and give suggestions for any 

changes that could be made. 

Questions about risks, advantages and disadvantages was asked at all interviews, to see if the 

interview subject’s views changed after they received information about the centralized 

monitoring system. 
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Apart from the interviews, documentation of the current configuration process was requested. 

However since this documentation was not very detailed, most of the information regarding 

the configuration process was gathered from interviews. 

The findings from the interviews include information on how the teams are working with OP5 

today, which information is received by the current monitoring system and how the current 

configuration looks. They also include the employee’s opinions of the centralized monitoring 

system, including the information that is received and the proposed configuration process. 

These findings are presented in the coming chapters.  

Below are the questions that was asked during the interviews.  

Front Office Initial Interview 

1. What is your role at Ericsson? 

2. Can you describe in general how you work with OP5? 

3. What output do you receive from the monitoring system in case of hardware failure on 

HP servers? 

4. Do you think you can gain anything from receiving more information from the 

monitoring system? 

Front Office Follow-Up Interview 

1. You have now seen examples of output from the proposed monitoring system. Do you 

think that the received information is better or worse? 

2. Would you say that it’s important to receive as much information as possible from the 

monitoring system? 

3. How can the new monitoring method change your ways of working? 

4. Would you change anything in the information that is received from the monitoring 

system? 

5. Are there any additional features that you would like to add to the monitoring system? 

ITHW Initial Interview 

1. What is your role at Ericsson? 

2. Can you describe the configuration process of new HP servers, from delivery to them 

being configured for monitoring? 

3. What departments are involved in the configuration process? 
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4. Which different generations of HP servers do you have in the data center? 

5. Do the configuration steps differ depending on the server generation? 

6. How do you decide which checks that OP5 should perform on the server? 

ITHW Follow-Up Interview 

1. Does the configuration process that is shown on the picture seem to be correct, or 

should anything be changed? 

2. How long time would you say it takes to configure a new server? 

3. Do you think that the proposed configuration process is better or worse than the 

current one? 

4. Do you think that there’s any advantage of having the same configuration process of 

all server generations? 

Questions that are asked on all interviews 

1. Do you see any risks with a centralized monitoring system? 

2. Do you see any advantages with a centralized monitoring system? 

3. Do you see any disadvantages with a centralized monitoring system? 

5.2 Decentralized Monitoring Operation and Routines 

This part will explain how servers are configured for monitoring and the output that is 

received from the monitoring system in case of hardware failure on HP servers.  

5.2.1 Communication Between iLO and OP5 

In the current monitoring system, the OP5 pollers execute a plugin in the form of a Perl script 

that connects to the iLO interface of each monitored server on a set interval. The script uses 

Remote Insight Board Command Language (RIBCL), which is a scripting language 

specifically constructed to manage iLO configuration (HP, n.d.-a) to request an XML file 

from the server containing health status of the server (Figure 5.1). The script then parses the 

XML file and checks if any values are abnormal, such as reports of failed hardware or 

temperatures that are too high. Finally the script returns a status code and message to OP5.  
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iLOOP5

RIBCL Request

RIBCL Response

 

Figure 5.1. Communication flow in the decentralized monitoring system (author’s own) 

5.2.2 Received Information 

Interviews with the front office team as well as observations of the current monitoring system, 

shows that the output from OP5 in case of hardware failure on HP servers is very limited. 

Two different outputs are possible with the current monitoring plugins that monitor HP 

servers for hardware errors.   

• OK: Hardware OK 

 

Figure 5.2. Server with OK status (screenshot from OP5) 

The OK status will be reported if no errors are detected from the iLO interface (Figure 5.2). 

• CRITICAL:  Hardware error 

 

Figure 5.3. Server with critical status (screenshot from OP5) 

The CRITICAL status will be reported if the server’s iLO interface reports any errors, or if the 

server is not reachable for any reason (Figure 5.3).  
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As shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3, the status can be shown for a specific server. It is also 

possible to see an overview of the health status of all monitored servers, which can be done 

via a dashboard (Figure 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4. OP5 dashboard (screenshot from OP5) 

The left section shows an overview of all hosts and if they are up or down. This indicates if a 

host responds to ping or not. To the right is the service status overview, this shows status as 

reported by the OP5 plugins. Examples of such plugins are scripts that connects to a web 

server and checks that it’s not returning any error codes, or as the case of the plugins that are 

investigated in this theses, a plugin that checks the hardware status of a server through iLO or 

OneView. The service checks can return OK, WARNING, CRITICAL or UNKNOWN, along 

with a status message. However the current monitoring system only makes use of OK and 

CRITICAL. 

5.2.3 Current Configuration Process 

When a new HP server is delivered, the installation team sets it up in a rack space in the data 

center. They also connect the required cabling and assign a static IP address. After that, a 

ticket is placed to the ITHW team. They perform the initial configuration by connecting to the 

iLO interface on the assigned IP address. The initial configuration steps includes setting the 

correct hostname and adding the user that OP5 will use to monitor the server. Depending on 

the server generation, the steps for doing this initial configuration differs. For generation 8 

and 9, there is a script that can be used, for generations 6 and 7 the configuration needs to be 

performed manually and for generation 10, there is a script to add the OP5 user, but the 

hostname needs to be set manually by logging on to the iLO interface.  
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After this initial setup is completed, the server is also added to OP5 so that it can be 

monitored. Finally, a template is applied in OP5, since this template decides which checks 

that should run on the server, there are unique templates for each server generation (Figure 

5.5).  

Receive 
configuration ticket

Server 
generation?

Run configuration 
script for G8/G9

Configure hostname Add user for OP56/7

8/9 Add server to OP5

Server 
generation?

Apply G10 template 
in OP5

Apply G9 template 
in OP5

Apply G6 template 
in OP5

Apply G7 template 
in OP5

Apply G8 template 
in OP5

6

7

8

9

10

Run configuration 
script for G10Configure hostname10

 

Figure 5.5. Current configuration process (author's own) 
 

After the initial configuration process is completed. The department that ordered the server 

will get notified. They now have access to the server and is able to do further tasks, such as 

installing an operating system, which can be done by connecting to the server’s remote 

console through the iLO interface. 

5.3 Implementation of a Centralized Monitoring System 

This part will describe how the centralized monitoring system was implemented and how it 

differs from the current monitoring system when it comes to received information and initial 

server configuration process. 
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5.3.1 Communication between iLO, OneView and OP5 

The proposed solution is to replace the current HP hardware monitoring plugin with a new 

one that uses REST API calls to request information from one or several OneView instances. 

When a server is added to OneView, the iLO interface is automatically configured to send 

SNMP traps to the OneView instance. This allows OneView to be notified directly when an 

error occurs on any of the HP servers (Figure 5.6) When OP5 executes the centralized 

monitoring plugin, the information from OneView is transferred to OP5.  

iLOOP5 OneView

SNMP TrapAPI Call

API Response

 

Figure 5.6. Communication flow in the centralized monitoring system (author's own) 

5.3.2 Development and Implementation in Sandbox Environment 

Plugins in OP5 are in fact scripts that are configured to execute at regular intervals. A python 

script is created that will be used as the new hardware monitoring plugin for HP servers. The 

plugin has a few main features, which are discussed below. The source code for the 

monitoring plugin is presented in appendix A 

Find Serial number in file, if not provided by OP5 

The first step is to do a translation from hostname to serial number. The reason for doing this 

is that servers are sometimes added to OneView under a hostname that is incorrect or 

different from the one that is configured in OP5.  There is a possibility to provide the serial 

number directly in OP5, but if that not is done, the script will have to use some method to 

perform the translation.  

The original idea was to gather this information using API calls to Ericsson’s inventory 

management system Hydra, which contains information such as serial numbers, IP addresses 

and components. However the system would get overloaded when simultaneous API calls 

were performed, so another solution was used. A separate script was created, which uses API 

calls to request all hostname to serial number translation of all HP servers and saves the 
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results to a text file. This script is scheduled to run once every 24 hours. This helper script is 

presented in appendix B 

The monitoring plugin will attempt to read from the text file to find the serial number of the 

server. If the text file is not found or the server is not found in the text file, the script will exit 

with an error message, otherwise it will continue to the next step. 

Log in to OneView 

To be able to request information from OneView, an authenticated session is required. This is 

acquired by making a HTTP request to OneView and posting credentials to a specific URI. If 

the credentials are correct, a session key is returned. This key needs to be included in all 

future communication with OneView.  

Find the server in OneView 

A loop goes through all OneView instances that the plugin is configured to query. A search is 

performed on the serial number until the server is found on one of the OneView instances. If 

the server is not found on any of the instances, the plugin will exit with an error message and 

UNKNOWN status.  

Clear Errors 

A problem discovered during the evaluation of the proposed monitoring system is that 

OneView does not clear all errors automatically after they are resolved. During testing, a 

Power Distribution Unit (PDU) was used to simulate power loss to one of the redundant 

PSU’s of a test server. When power was lost, this was reported by OneView and there was 

also a notification that showed that power has returned after it was activated again. However, 

OneView did not automatically update its status, meaning that it was required to manually 

clear the error before OneView reported that the server health was OK again. To solve this 

problem, the plugin was modified to perform an extra operation. If OneView reports that the 

server has an error, the script will first check if any OK events of the same category has 

arrived. In that case another API call is issued to clear those errors. 

Gather status and message and return to OP5 

The final step is to request the status from OneView. If the server status is not OK, the 

warning and resolution message will be returned to OP5 along with the status code. 
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Figure 5.7. Plugin flowchart diagram 

Figure 5.7 is a flowchart diagram, which shows the main features of the monitoring plugin. 
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The plugin is added to OP5 where it is configured as a command, meaning that it can be 

configured to execute periodically for any monitored device that is added to OP5. The 

following command is configured in OP5:   

/opt/contrib-plugins/check_hp_oneview_hardware.py -u username –p 

password –n $HOSTNAME$ -s $_HOSTSERIALNO$ 

The -u and -p parameters are used to provide the credentials for authenticating against 

OneView, the -n parameter is used for the server name, which is provided by the macro 

variable $HOSTNAME$ that exists on all monitored nodes in OP5. It simply provides the 

hostname of the server that is being monitored. The -s parameter is used for the custom 

variable $_HOSTSERIALNO$, which is an optional variable that was created to hold the serial 

number of the monitored server.  

After the command is created, it can be configured to monitor the status of HP servers. It was 

added to a host group containing several HP servers, configured to execute every five 

minutes.  

 

Figure 5.8. HP monitoring plugin applied to several hosts (screenshot from OP5) 

In figure 5.8, the server name is displayed in the leftmost column and the shield to the right 

shows the returned status of the centralized monitoring plugin. The rightmost column shows 

the message that is returned by the plugin.  

5.3.3 Changes to Received Information 

This chapter will present the information that is received from the proposed monitoring 

system under different circumstances. The main purpose of centralized monitoring plugin is 

to transfer the server status from OneView to OP5. This means that any status and message 

that is shown for the server in OneView should also be shown in OP5.   
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Figure 5.9. OneView displaying a warning message for a server (screenshot from HP OneView) 

In figure 5.9, the server has a warning status in OneView. The error message suggests that the 

power to one of the power supplies it lost, meaning that there is no longer redundant power to 

the server. 

 

Figure 5.10. Server with warning status (screenshot from OP5) 

When OP5 polls OneView for status of the server, the warning status, along with the error 

message and suggested resolution is transferred to OP5 (Figure 5.10). This makes it possible 

to see directly in OP5 what the problem is as well as a recommendation on how to fix it. In 

the current solution it is necessary to log on to the server’s iLO interface to find out why it is 

reporting an error in OP5.  

In cases where no errors are reported by OneView, this is displayed in a similar manner as the 

current monitoring system (Figure 5.11).  

 

Figure 5.11. Server with OK status (screenshot from OP5) 
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If the system is powered down, OneView still reports OK status as long as there are no other 

issues detected. But since OneView contains the power status of the server, it is possible for 

the monitoring plugin to check if the server is powered off. If it is powered off, a CRITICAL 

status is displayed in OP5 (Figure 5.12). 

 

Figure 5.12. Server that is powered off (screenshot from OP5) 

However, if a system is powered down, it might still have other errors. It is not uncommon 

that a server shuts down because of a memory failure or the temperature of the CPU being too 

high. Because of this, the plugin will also show if there are any additional errors, except that 

the server is powered off (Figure 5.13). 

 

Figure 5.13. Server that is powered off and has additional errors (screenshot from OP5) 

Since the server must be added to OneView for the monitoring plugin to poll the server’s 

status, there might be cases where the server is not found simply because it is not added to 

any of the OneView instances. In this case, UNKNOWN status will be displayed along with a 

message that states that the server was not found in OneView (Figure 5.14).  

 

Figure 5.14. Server that has unknown status since it's not found in OneView (screenshot from OP5) 

If the server is not found, it might also be because one or several OneView instances are 

experiencing problems and can’t deliver the requested information at the moment. In that 
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case, the plugin will show the following message, which informs which of the OneView 

instances that could not be reached as well as the HTTP status code that was encountered 

when attempting to reach the specific instance (Figure 5.15).  

 

 

Figure 5.15. Server with unknown status where one of the OneView instances has an error (screenshot from OP5) 

If the OneView instance is not reachable at all due to it being powered off or a network issue 

that makes it unreachable, no HTTP status code will be returned. In that case, the message 

“Cannot connect to (URL)” will be displayed instead. 

Because of the added functionality to perform a serial number lookup using a local text file, 

there is also an error message that is displayed if the hostname or serial number is not added 

to the file (Figure 5.16).  

 

Figure 5.16. Server with unknown status since serial number is not found in Hydra file (screenshot from OP5) 

If the file does not exist or cannot be read because of permission issues, the plugin will 

display a message which states that the file could not be read (Figure 5.17). 

 

 

Figure 5.17. Server with unknown status since Hydra file cannot be read (screenshot from OP5) 
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In both cases, the full path to the file is displayed so that the front office team can manually 

check it in case of any problems. 

5.3.4 Changes to Configuration Process 

The current configuration process has room for improvements. The main problem is that 

different actions needs to be taken depending on the server generation. For generation 6 and 

7, all configuration needs to be performed manually. For generation 8 and 9 there is a 

configuration script and for generation 10, there is a script that does some of the 

configuration, while the rest needs to be performed manually. Additionally, the correct 

template needs to be selected in OP5, which is also unique for each server generation.  

To eliminate the need for different scripts and any manual configuration, a new configuration 

script is developed, which sets the server’s hostname and adds it to OneView. The script uses 

the python library “python-hpilo” to connect to the iLO and set the server’s hostname. A big 

advantage with this library is that it can be used on any iLO version, including the latest iLO 

5 that was recently released (Kaarsemaker, 2018). After the hostname is configured, the script 

connects to OneView via its REST API and adds the server. The configuration script is 

presented in appendix C. 

After the server is added to OP5, there is no longer any need to apply a template that is 

specific for the server’s generation. Since OP5 only communicates with OneView, the same 

plugin can be used no matter the server generation. OneView provides a common interface 

and handles the communication with the different server generations. Furthermore, there is no 

longer any need to add the OP5 user to iLO, since OP5 communicates with OneView and 

does not need to log on to the iLO directly which further reduces the required configuration 

steps (Figure 5.18). 

Receive 
configuration ticket

Run configuration 
script Add server to OP5 Apply HP template 

in OP5

 

Figure 5.18. Proposed configuration process (author's own) 
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6 Analysis 

This part will present the evaluation of the centralized monitoring system, where changes to 

the configuration process and received information as well as advantages, disadvantages and 

risks are included. The information is based on interviews, observations and third party 

sources.  

6.1 Configuration Process 

The initial server configuration process that is used in the centralized monitoring system 

requires fewer steps to configure a server. The configuration process is also the same for all 

server generations, making it considerably less complex than the current one. Furthermore, 

the usage of the “python-hpilo” library means that there is no longer any need to develop new 

configuration scripts when new server generations are released. 

From the interviews with the ITHW team, it was discovered that both interview subjects 

prefer the proposed configuration process over the current one. 

“It seems better. And the fact that it is so simple and can handle all different server 

generations, it’s a step in the right direction.” 

The main arguments was that the configuration process is simpler and that it’s the same for all 

server generations. One of the interview subjects made the argument that if the configuration 

process is automated, it doesn’t only make the configuration process quicker but also 

eliminates the risk of human errors.  

“…the process for configuring new servers is easy to follow. It should be as easy as possible 

and you should be able to perform it quickly, the easier the better. Then there’s always a risk 

that something goes wrong when you configure things manually, such as entering a digit in 

the wrong place or something like that.” 

The other interview subject made the point that if they get a new member to their team, it will 

be easier to teach them the new configuration process since it is less complex. 

“...If we get a new team member, it is much easier to teach this process than having specific 

instructions for each server generation.” 
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6.2 Received Information 

The information received in the centralized monitoring system is more detailed. Where the 

current monitoring system only has two outputs: “OK: HARDWARE OK” and “CRITICAL: 

HARDWARE ERROR”, the proposed monitoring system can show a wider variety of error 

messages. Since the error message and server status is transferred from OneView to OP5, the 

variation of error messages is only limited by the error messages that can be shown by 

OneView. On their website, HP has a collection of SNMP trap error messages that can be sent 

by the iLO interface to OneView (HP, n.d.-b). However, not all of them are error messages, 

but rather messages that are sent when the status is returned to normal again. Out of 116 

possible messages, 82 were classified as error messages. Apart from the error messages that 

are transferred from OneView, the system also displays an alert if the system is powered off. 

Additionally, a separate warning is displayed if the monitored server is not found in 

OneView. 

Interviews with the front office team, showed that they prefer the information that is 

displayed by the centralized monitoring system. 

“It looks a lot better actually. The information is very clear…”  

“The error descriptions look very detailed…” 

The importance of having detailed error messages is further validated by Limoncelli et al. 

(2014), who writes that the error message should explain what is wrong in technical terms and 

also contain a suggested resolution to the problem, this requirement is fulfilled by the 

centralized monitoring system, but not the decentralized one. 

The interview subjects also made the point that since all required information is displayed on 

the same place, there is a lot of time savings. In the decentralized system you have to log in to 

the server’s iLO interface to see what the problem is and this can only be done by first 

connecting to a terminal server that has access to the specific iLO interface. With the 

centralized system, all of the required information is available directly from OP5.  

“…As it is today, we need to connect to one of several terminal servers to be able to access 

the iLO interface and log on to the server directly. If we had a solution where we could access 

all of the information from one point, it would decrease our workload with around 70%.” 
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“Yes, it makes it a lot easier. If we get enough information from OP5, we might not even need 

to log in to the iLO interface to check what’s wrong. Then we know directly how to solve the 

problem.” 

One of the interview subjects also mentioned that it’s a big improvement that you can get 

notified when the system is powered off and that additional error messages can also be 

displayed.  

“… I especially like the output when you get two different warnings when the system is 

powered off and there’s an additional hardware failure... because as it is today we can only 

see if the server is powered off and we can’t determine if there’s also additional errors or if 

we just need to power it on again.” 

When asked if anything should be changed when it comes to the information that is displayed 

by the monitoring system, one of the interview subjects had a request to also include a link to 

the server in OneView. This would make it easier to find the server in OneView if needed 

since there are several OneView instances in operation.  

“…If you can click on the alert and be taken to OneView, which has all the information that is 

required to solve the problem or create a ticket, that would help us a lot” 

 

Figure 6.1. URL to the server in OneView displayed alongside the status message (screenshot from OP5) 

The plugin was modified to that the link to OneView is displayed, independent of what status 

the server has in OP5 (Figure 6.1). 

Another suggestion from the contact person for the thesis project at Ericsson, was to include a 

warning if the text file containing hostname to serial number translations is older than 24 

hours (Figure 6.2). Since there is a helper script that runs on a set interval and collects this 

information from Ericsson’s inventory system Hydra, a file that is not updated indicates that 

the script has not executed as it should and the information in the file might be outdated.  
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Figure 6.2. Warning message that indicates that the Hydra file is older than 24 hours (screenshot from OP5) 

 

6.3 Advantages 

Apart from the more detailed information and simplified configuration process as mentioned 

previously, the largest advantage that has been identified is the reduced need for developing 

new monitoring plugins or configuration scripts. Since the centralized monitoring plugins 

only need to communicate with OneView and not each iLO interface, the same plugin can be 

used for all server generations. 

6.4 Disadvantages and Risks 

The majority of the interview subjects who were asked to identify risks with the centralized 

monitoring system, mentioned that the OneView instance can be a single point of failure. 

Meaning that if it goes down, the monitoring system will not be able to gather any 

information.  

“When you have centralized monitoring, you depend on the central part, so it has to be 

constantly running.” 

“If you only have one OneView instance, you become dependent on that one. But you will 

have to look into how to solve that with a high availability solution…” 

According to documentation from HP, the recommended way to solve this is to enable High 

Availability (HA) in the hypervisor that hosts the OneView instance (HP, 2017-a). In a HA 

environment, redundancy is provided so that OneView can continue to operate even if the 

server that it is running on experiences a failure. One important aspect with HA is that the 

client, which in this case is the monitoring plugin should not need to know how the HA 

system works, meaning that there should not be a requirement to configure the client in a 

special way to access the service that is configured for high availability (Cruz and Goyzueta, 
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2017). According to Yang and Wu (2012), both VMware ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V and 

Citrix Xenserver, which are the three leading players on the virtualization market have their 

own HA solutions. 

6.4.1 Costs 

When it comes to OneView, there are two different license types: “HPE OneView Advanced” 

and "HPE OneView Standard". Both versions allows for monitoring, but the advanced version 

also allows for additional features, such as firmware management. The standard license 

however, is free of charge. Since the standard license can be used for monitoring, no cost is 

required for the OneView software. It can be downloaded as an appliance from HP’s website 

and deployed as a virtual machine (HP, 2017-a). The only cost identified is the additional 

hardware resources that are required to host each OneView instance.  Each instance requires 

16 GB of memory, 257 GB of hard drive space and four 2GHz or greater virtual CPU’s (HP, 

2017-b). 

When it comes to the OP5 license, there is no price difference between using a centralized or 

decentralized monitoring system. Even if OP5 only needs to communicate with one system 

instead of each server separately, a separate server node is required in OP5 for each server 

that needs to be monitored. This is according to OP5’s sales department, which has also 

informed that the price for Ericsson is determined based on the amount of servers. For every 

200 servers, the cost is 1 973 Swedish krona (SEK) (OP5, personal communication, 23 April 

2018). This gives a price of around 1.15 dollars per server and month, however this price 

might differ for other organizations since it is based on the total volume of devices (OP5, n.d.-

b). 

Another cost aspect is the constant development of new plugins and configuration scripts that 

is required in a decentralized monitoring system. It has been concluded that only one plugin is 

required in the centralized system, meaning that any costs of implementing new plugins and 

configuration scripts will not have to be maintained. 

Since the configuration process is now more automated, there are also possibilities for cost 

savings in that area. As discussed by Limoncelli et al. (2007), automation is critical, as it 

improves scalability and eliminates repetitive tasks, giving system administrators more time 

to improve services.  
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7 Conclusions 

This part will provide a short answer to the three research questions that are formulated in this 

thesis. Conclusions are also made on how generalizable the answers to the research questions 

are.  

1. How does migrating to a centralized monitoring system change the configuration 

process of new servers? 

The configuration process used for the centralized monitoring system is considerably less 

complex in the sense that it requires fewer steps. The new configuration process is also the 

same for any server generation, as opposed to the current one that differs depending on server 

generation. Interviews with the ITHW team showed that they prefer the centralized 

monitoring system because of the above reasons. 

If the centralized monitoring system is implemented in another context, it would also be 

possible to use the proposed configuration process. This is due to the fact that the 

configuration script only relies on OneView and the server’s iLO interface and they are 

required to implement the actual monitoring system. Since the source code is made available, 

it is also possible to modify the script so that it fits in another context, where different 

configuration steps are required. 

2. How does the information received from the monitoring system differ after 

implementing the proposed centralized system? 

The information received from the proposed monitoring system is much more detailed. Where 

the current system only shows if something is wrong but not what, the proposed system shows 

detailed error messages along with a suggested resolution to the detected problem. Interviews 

with the front office team shows that they prefer the decentralized monitoring system, since 

the information is more detailed. 

It would also be possible to implement the same monitoring system in another context and 

have it produce the same output. This is due to the fact that it uses software that is publically 

available. The only exception, as discussed further in the discussion chapter is that the plugins 

developed during this thesis makes use of Ericsson’s inventory system. However, if any of the 

workarounds mentioned in the discussion chapter are implemented, the monitoring system 

would operate the same way and show the same output. 
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3. What are the advantages and disadvantages with a centralized monitoring system from 

a system administrator’s perspective? 

As a system administrator’s tasks often include both monitoring and configuration of servers 

in the data center, the extended information and simplified configuration process are both 

advantages with the centralized monitoring system.  

Interviews with the front office team shows that the biggest advantage with receiving more 

information is that you have all information that you need at one place. This can lead to better 

error descriptions and faster resolution times on incidents. 

Interviews with the ITHW team shows that the biggest advantage with a simplified 

configuration process is that it eliminates the risk of human errors and makes it easier to teach 

the configuration process to new employees in their team. 

The licensing costs remain the same in the centralized monitoring system, but savings can be 

made over time since new monitoring and configuration scripts does not need to be developed 

for new server generations. The configuration script is also more automated, which can also 

lead to time and cost savings.  

The main disadvantage or risk with the proposed monitoring system, which was also 

mentioned by the interview subjects is that it relies on a central point, if the central point goes 

down, the whole monitoring system stops working. This makes it important to have a high 

availability solution for OneView.  

Another disadvantage is the dependency of the helper script which creates an updated list of 

hostname to serial number translations. If this file goes missing or becomes corrupt, the 

monitoring system will not work. However, there are ways around this, for example by 

adding the serial number as a custom variable in OP5. This is discussed in closer detail in the 

discussion chapter. 
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8 Discussion 

This part will discuss ethical, scientific and social aspects, as well as suggestions for future 

work within the same area.  

8.1 Ethical Aspects 

One ethical aspect is the potential consequences of increased automation. The risk is that 

employees who perform the task that has been automated can be made redundant. However, 

as discussed by Limoncelli et al. (2007), it might also give employees time to perform other 

tasks such as improving the system.  

Another aspect is the redistribution of any code that is developed during this thesis. 

According to the Swedish copyright law (SFS 1960:729), the copyright to a software program 

that is created by an employee as a part of his work duties belongs to the employer as long as 

nothing else has been negotiated. However, Ericsson has approved making the code public, as 

long as any hard coded passwords or server names are removed. 

8.2 Scientific Aspects 

The contribution to the scientific world from this thesis is the concept of a centralized server 

monitoring system. This is a concept that proved useful in the context of Ericsson’s GIC in 

Linköping. As discussed on the conclusions chapter, the findings are likely generalizable for 

other contexts as well. This opens up for future research where a similar evaluation can be 

performed in other contexts. 

As mentioned in the previous research chapter, Aceto et al. (2012) discovered that when 

additional layers, such as virtualization is added between the hardware and applications, the 

monitoring system can lose its accuracy. This was proven not to be true for the centralized 

monitoring system implemented in this thesis. Even though OneView is added as an 

additional layer, it actually improves the accuracy of the monitoring system and displays more 

detailed and accurate information. 
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8.3 Social Aspects 

The results of this thesis includes information such as advantages, disadvantages and risks 

with a centralized monitoring system. This can be used as a ground for decision making by 

another party who wants to implement a similar solution.  

Since the plugins developed in this thesis are made public, they can be used by other parties 

who wants to improve their hardware monitoring of HP servers. According to Lynn, 

Gourinovich & Callan (2017), there are over 7500 data centers worldwide. The possible time 

savings that can be achieved from the simplified configuration process, more detailed error 

descriptions and reduced need for development of monitoring plugins and configuration 

scripts will vary from company to company and is to a large extent dependent on the amount 

of servers in the data center. If the assumption is made that on average, each of the data 

centers saves ten hours as an effect of the centralized monitoring system, an aggregate of 

eight and a half years can be saved globally each year.  

However, some considerations needs to be taken into consideration when implementing the 

centralized monitoring system in another context, as described in the chapter below.  

8.3.1 Implementation in Other Organizations 

This thesis was performed at Ericsson, meaning that some aspects are specific for that 

organization. Since Ericsson uses standard software for their monitoring system, 

implementations for other companies can be very similar. However, the script requires an 

updated text file with hostname to serial number translations to be able to work. As described 

in the implementation subchapter, this is because a server can sometimes be added under 

another name in OneView. This text file is generated by API calls to Ericsson’s inventory 

management system Hydra, which is not publically available. This means that some 

adjustments needs to be done to the monitoring plugin so that it works in other environments. 

This can be done using a few different methods. 

Add serial number as a custom variable in OP5 

In OP5, it is possible to add custom variables to separate hosts. If the serial number is added 

as a custom variable for each monitored HP server, it will skip the lookup using the text file.  

Provide a text file with hostname to serial number translations 
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Another way is to provide a text file with hostname to serial number translations. For it to 

work with the unmodified plugin, it needs to have the following format. 

{u:'hostname_1': u'serial_1', u'hostname_2': u'serial_2', 

u'hostname_n'': u'serial_n}'} 

This format is a representation of a dictionary in Python, where every even entry is a 

hostname and every uneven entry is a serial number. The “u” character means that the key or 

value referenced is a Unicode string. The creation of this file can be either automatic or done 

using a script that queries the inventory system that is used by the company.  

Use modified version of plugin 

A more general version of the plugin is also created. In this version, the server is located in 

OneView by using the hostname instead of the serial number. This eliminates the need to do 

any hostname to serial number translations, but requires that the hostname is the same in OP5 

and OneView. The generalized version of the plugin is presented in appendix D. 

Other aspects that needs to be taken into consideration is that the correct OneView IP 

addresses or hostnames need to be added and that the correct credentials must be configured. 

If these aspects are covered, then the monitoring system should work also for other 

organizations that use or want to migrate to OP5 or any other monitoring system that is based 

on Nagios.  

8.4 Future Work 

There is a new technology called Redfish, which was introduced in 2015 (DMTF, 2018). It 

provides a REST interface directly on the out-of-bands management channel, such as the iLO 

interface for HP servers. It is standardized and implemented on all recent servers that are 

released by the major manufacturers, such as HP, Dell and Lenovo. While a decentralized 

monitoring system that is built on redfish queries would lack some features that the 

centralized system provides, such as being able to poll the server status even when it is 

powered of, it could have other advantages. One of these advantages is that all server 

manufacturers follow the same standard, so the same plugin might be used for the different 

manufacturer’s servers. A future work could be make a three-way comparison to see how the 

received information and configuration process differs between the current monitoring 

system, the proposed centralized system and a decentralized system that is built on Redfish.  
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Another suggestion for future work is to implement the centralized monitoring system in 

another context. Since Ericsson uses publically available software in their monitoring system, 

it should be possible, but if an implementation is at another company or in a test environment, 

it would be possible to draw conclusions of how generalizable the solution is. In addition, the 

company’s current monitoring system might be different, making the comparison different as 

well. 

It would also be interesting to make a performance evaluation of the centralized monitoring 

system. Things that could be taken into consideration is stability, i.e. how the system behaves 

with a large amount of servers or when many servers report errors at once and efficiency, i.e. 

how much information that is transferred over the network. On one hand, the centralized 

system only requests the information it needs, as opposed to the decentralized system, which 

requests all information. On the other hand more requests may be necessary with the 

centralized system since several OneView instances might need to be queried. 
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Appendix A: Centralized Monitoring Plugin 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# Pythonprogram: check_hp_oneview_hardware.py 
# 
# Description: OP5 plugin for polling HP server hardware status 
#              via one or several OneView instances. 
# 
#              Program is called from the script running on the OP5 poller: 
#              check_hp_oneview_hardware.py 
#              The program does API requests to OneView to gather HW 
#              status of HP servers. 
# 
# Options:  
# 
#   -h  --help      Show this help message and exit 
#   -u  --username  Username to authenticate against Hydra & OneView 
#   -p  --password  Password to authenticate against Hydra & OneView 
#   -n  --hostname  Name of the server to poll 
#   -s  --serial    Serial number of the server to poll 
# 
################################################################### 
 
import json 
import requests 
import sys 
import base64 
import argparse 
import urllib3 
import time 
urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.InsecureRequestWarning) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Global Constants                                # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
domain="local" 
oneview_bases=['https://oneview1.example.com/rest/','https://oneview2.examp
le.com/rest/'] 
oneview_headers={'Content-type':'application/json','Accept':'json'} 
hydra_file="/opt/contrib-plugins/hydra_hp.json" 
 
# Translate status codes 
statuscodes= { 
          'OK':0,       #Normal 
          'Warning':1,  #Warning 
          'Critical':2, #Critical 
          'Unknown':3,  #Unknown or disabled 
          'Disabled':3  #Unknown or disabled 
} 
 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Globals                                         # 
#                                                                 # 



 
 

################################################################### 
 
counter=0 
errors=[] 
serverfound=False 
oneview_device={} 
returnvalue={} 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Parameter handler                               # 
 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('-u','--username', help='Username for 
OneView',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-p','--password', help='Password for 
OneView',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-n','--hostname', help='Hostname to 
poll',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-s','--serial', help='Serial Number of server to 
poll',required=False) 
args = vars(parser.parse_args()) 
username=args['username'] 
password=args['password'] 
hostname=args['hostname'] 
serial=args['serial'] 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Function definitions                            # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
################################################################### 
# 
# Function: performRequest() 
#           Perform web request check if any failures occur 
# 
# Parameters: reqtype(post/get), url, headers, body 
# 
# 
# Return    : A dictionary containing the returned data from the  
#         http request. If an error occured, the error message 
#             is returned instead. 
# 
################################################################### 
 
def performRequest (reqtype,url,headers,body): 
    # Check for errors that could occur during  http request 
    returnvalue['error']=False 
    try: 
        r=getattr(requests, reqtype)(url, headers=headers, verify=False, 
json=body, timeout=30) 
    except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Cannot connect to " + url 
        return(returnvalue)      
    if r.status_code == 401 or r.status_code == 403: 



 
 

        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Invalid credentials for url " + url + ", 
http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 
    elif r.status_code >= 400 and r.status_code <= 499: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Client error while connecting to url " + 
url + ", http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 
    elif r.status_code >= 500 and r.status_code <= 599: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Server error while connecting to url " + 
url + ", http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 
    else: 
        returnvalue['message']=(json.loads(r.text)) 
    return(returnvalue) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Function: exitProgram()                                         # 
#           Exit program and print warning if file is to old      # 
#           as well as server URL                                 # 
#                                                                 # 
# Parameters: statuscode                                          # 
#                                                                 # 
#                                                                 # 
# Return    :  None                                               # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
def exitProgram(statuscode): 
    timedifference=time.time() - filetime 
    if timedifference > 86400: 
        print "WARNING: Hydra file " + hydra_file + " is older than 24 
hours. File is " + str(round(timedifference/86400,2)) + " days old."  
    if statuscode is 0 or statuscode is 1 or statuscode is 2: 
        print "URL: " +  oneview_base.split("rest")[0] + '#/server-
hardware/show/overview/r/rest/server-hardware/' + uuid 
    exit(statuscode) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# End function definitions                                        # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Start of Main program                                           # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
# Look up Service Tag in Hydra file if not provided by OP5 
if serial==None or serial=="$": 
    hostname=hostname.split(".")[0] 
    hostname=hostname.split("-")[0] 
    try: 
        f = open(hydra_file, 'r').read() 
    devices = eval(f) 
    filetime=devices['date'] 
    except: 
    print "UNKNOWN: Serial number was not found since Hydra file " + 
hydra_file + " could not be read" 



 
 

    exitProgram(3) 
     
    try: 
        serial=devices[hostname] 
    except:  
        print "UNKNOWN: Serial number was not found in Hydra file: " + 
hydra_file      
    exitProgram(3) 
 
# Loop through all OneView instances to find the server 
oneview_body={'authLoginDomain':domain,'userName':username,'password':passw
ord} 
for oneview_base in oneview_bases: 
    # Log on to retrieve session key 
    counter+=1 
    url= oneview_base + 'login-sessions' 
    oneview_session=performRequest("post",url,oneview_headers,oneview_body) 
    # If HTTP request returns an error, save it to array and set errorflag 
to True 
    if oneview_session['error']==True: 
        errors.append(oneview_session['message']) 
        if counter==len(oneview_bases): 
            continue 
    else: 
        oneview_session=oneview_session['message'] 
        sessionkey=oneview_session['sessionID'] 
        oneview_headers={'Auth': sessionkey} 
        url=oneview_base + "index/resources/?category=server-
hardware&userQuery='" 
 
        # Search for the serial number using index search 
        url = url + serial + "'&attribute=serialNumber" 
        oneview_device=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"") 
        if oneview_device['message']['members']: 
            serverfound=True 
            break 
 
# Exit if server not found after looking through all OneView instances 
if serverfound == False: 
    print "UNKNOWN: Server not found in OneView" 
    # Also print any errors encountered from the HTTP request(s) 
    if len(errors)>0: 
        print str(len(errors)) + " out of " + str(len(oneview_bases)) +" 
OneView instaces reported following errors:" 
        for x in errors: 
            print x 
    exitProgram(3) 
 
# Retrieve powerstate of the device 
powerstate=oneview_device['message']['members'][0]['attributes']['powerStat
e'] 
if powerstate=="Off": 
    print "CRITICAL: System is powered down.", 
 
# Get the number of alerts that has alertstate "Active" 
uuid=oneview_device['message']['members'][0]['attributes']['uuid'] 
url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"alertState EQ \'Active\'" 
numberofalerts=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['cou
nt'] 
 



 
 

# Loop through every event that has alertstate "Active" 
for x in range (numberofalerts): 
    url=oneview_base + "server-hardware/" + uuid 
    # Check status on each iteration, since it may change if an event is 
cleared  
    
status=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['status'] 
 
    # If status not OK, get the active error message that matches the 
server's status 
    if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
        url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ 
\'"+status+"\'\"&filter=\"alertState EQ 
\'Active\'\"&sort=created:desc&count=1" 
        
oneview_alert=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message'] 
         
        #If no active alerts are found that matches the server's status, 
break out of the loop 
        if oneview_alert['count'] == 0: 
            break 
 
        # Extract the URI and category of the specific event 
        uri=oneview_alert['members'][0]['uri'] 
        category=oneview_alert['members'][0]['healthCategory'] 
        # Extract number, which determines how recent the event is 
        number=int(uri.split("/rest/alerts/")[1]) 
 
        # Get all OK events 
        url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ \'OK\'\"" 
        oneview_ok=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']       
 
        # Clear the event if there is an OK event that has arrived later 
with the same category 
        for x in oneview_ok['members']: 
            if x['healthCategory'] == category and 
int(x['uri'].split("rest/alerts/")[1])>number: 
                # Before attempting to clear the event, check so it's not 
just information that the server has restarted or powered off/on  
                if x['description']!="The server has been powered on." and 
x['description']!="Server reset detected." and x['description']!="The 
server has been powered off.": 
                    body={'alertState':'Cleared','notes':'Event cleared by 
OP5'} 
                    base=oneview_base.split("/rest/")[0] 
                    performRequest("put",base+uri,oneview_headers,body) 
                    # If a event is cleared, sleep one second so that 
OneView can update the server's status before we check it again 
                    time.sleep(1) 
                    break 
 
# After loop is completed, check server status once more, since it can be 
changed within the loop 
url=oneview_base + "server-hardware/" + uuid 
status=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['status'] 
# If statue is not OK, retrieve the latest alert that isn't cleared and 
matches the status of the device 
# This is done since an event can also be in a "locked" state, where it is 
automatically cleared if the problem is fixed 



 
 

if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
    url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ 
\'"+status+"\'\"&filter=\"alertState NE 
\'Cleared\'\"&sort=created:desc&count=1" 
    oneview_alert=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message'] 
 
# Print the error message and suggested resolution 
if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
    if powerstate=="Off": 
        print "Additional errors reported: " 
    print status.upper() + ": " + 
oneview_alert['members'][0]['description'] 
    print "Resolution: " + 
oneview_alert['members'][0]['correctiveAction'].encode('utf-8') 
 
# Set status to critical if server is powered down 
if powerstate=="Off": 
    status="Critical" 
 
if statuscodes[status]==0: 
    print "OK: No errors reported by OneView" 
elif statuscodes[status]==3: 
    print "UNKNOWN: OneView reported unknown status" 
exitProgram(statuscodes[status]) 
 

  



 
 

Appendix B: Helper Script 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
#----------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 
# Pythonprogram: get_hp_devices.py 
# 
# Description: Script that searches Hydra for all HP servers and saves 
#              hostname -> serial number translations to a text file. 
#              This is a helper script that is required for the centralized 
#              monitoring plugin for HP servers  
# 
#              Script is scheduled as a cron job and creates a file 
#              located in /opt/contrib-plugins/hydra_hp.json 
# 
# Options:  
# 
#   -u  --username  Username to authenticate against Hydra 
#   -p  --password  Password to authenticate against Hydra 
# 
################################################################### 
 
import requests as r 
import subprocess 
import time 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Global Constants                                # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
apiUrl = 'https://hydra.example.com/api/latest/' 
hpId = 4 
filename='/opt/contrib-plugins/hydra_hp.json' 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Globals                                         # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
allhydrahost = {} 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Parameter handler                               # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
 
parser.add_argument('-u','--username', help='Username Hydra',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-p','--password', help='Password Hydra',required=True) 
args = vars(parser.parse_args()) 
 
username=args['username'] 
password=args['password'] 
 
# Search for HP servers 



 
 

response = r.post(apiUrl + 'hardware_model/search', 
json={'manufacturer_id': [hpId], 'limit': 2000}, auth=(username, 
password)).json() 
hardwareModels = response['result'] 
hardwareModelIds = list(map((lambda x: x['id']), hardwareModels)) 
 
#Find out how many there are 
response = r.post(apiUrl + 'ci/search', json={'hardware_model_id': 
hardwareModelIds, 'limit': 1}, auth=(username, password)).json() 
total = response['paginator']['total'] 
pages, remainder = divmod(total,500) 
if remainder > 0: 
    pages+=1 
 
# Go through all pages and save to dictionary 
for page in range(1, int(pages+1)): 
    response = (r.post(apiUrl + 'ci/search', json={'hardware_model_id': 
hardwareModelIds, 'limit': 500, 'page': page},auth=(username, 
password)).json()) 
    for i in range(0,len(response['result'])): 
        
allhydrahost.update({response['result'][i]['hostname']:response['result'][i
]['serial_no']}) 
 
# Save current date to dictionary 
allhydrahosts['date']=int(time.time()) 
 
# Write to file 
f = open(filename, 'w') 
f.write(str(allhydrahost)) 
f.close() 
 

  



 
 

Appendix C: Configuration Script 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# Pythonprogram: add_hp_server.py 
# 
# Description: A script that performs initial configuration of HP servers. 
#              This includes setting hostname and adding it to OneView 
# 
# Options:  
# 
#   -h, --help      Show this help message and exit 
#   -i, --ipaddr    IP address of the server to add (required) 
#   -n, --hostname  Hostname to set on the server (required) 
#   -u  --username  Username for iLO (required) 
#   -p  --password  Password for iLO (required) 
#   -o, --oneview   Name of the OneView instance, default: "oneview" 
#   -s, --ilosuffix Suffix for the iLO hostname, default: "-o" 
#   -d, --domain    Domain name of server, default: "seli.gic.ericsson.se" 
# 
################################################################### 
 
from __future__ import print_function 
import hpilo  
import time 
import requests 
import json 
import urllib3 
import argparse 
urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.InsecureRequestWarning) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Globals                                         # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
statuscode="" 
oneview_domain="local" 
oneview_headers={'Content-type':'application/json','Accept':'json'} 
oneview_body={'authLoginDomain':oneview_domain,'userName':oneview_username,
'password':oneview_password} 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Parameter handler                               # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
 
parser.add_argument('-i','--ipaddr', help='IP Address of the server to add 
(required)', required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-n','--hostname', help='Hostname to set on the server 
(required)', required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-u','--username', help='Username for iLO (required)', 
required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-p','--password', help='Password for iLO (required)', 
required=True) 



 
 

parser.add_argument('-o','--oneview', help='Name of the OneView instance, 
default: "oneview1.example.com"', default="oneview1.example.com", 
required=False) 
parser.add_argument('-s','--ilosuffix', help='Suffix for iLO hostname, 
default: "o"', default="o", required=False) 
parser.add_argument('-d','--domain', help='domain name of server, default: 
"example.com"', default="example.com", required=False) 
args = vars(parser.parse_args()) 
 
 
ipaddr=args['ipaddr'] 
hostname=args['hostname'] 
username=args['username'] 
password=args['password'] 
domain=args['domain'] 
oneview_instance=args['oneview'] 
iloname=hostname + "-" + args['ilosuffix'] 
oneview_username=username 
oneview_password=password 
 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Start of Main program                                           # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
# Log on to iLO 
ilo=hpilo.Ilo(ipaddr, login=username, password=password, ssl_verify=False, 
timeout=5) 
 
# Set hostname 
try: 
    ilo.set_server_name(hostname) 
    print('Servername set to ' + ilo.get_server_name()) 
except Exception as e: 
    print("Could not set hostname, error: " + str(e)) 
    exit() 
 
# Set FQDN 
try: 
    ilo.set_server_fqdn(hostname) 
    print('Server FQDN set to ' + ilo.get_server_fqdn()) 
except Exception as e: 
    print("Could not set FQDN, error: " + str(e)) 
    exit() 
 
# Set iLO name 
try: 
    ilo.mod_network_settings(dns_name=iloname) 
    print('iLO name set to ' + ilo.get_network_settings()['dns_name']) 
except Exception as e: 
    print("Could not set iLO name, error: " + str(e)) 
    exit() 
 
# Wait for iLO to reset before attempting to add it to OneView 
print("Waiting for iLO to reset", end='', flush=True) 
time.sleep(10) 
while statuscode != 200: 
    try:  
        r=requests.get('http://'+ipaddr, verify=False, timeout=2) 



 
 

        statuscode=r.status_code 
        print(".", end='', flush=True) 
    except: 
        print(".", end='', flush=True) 
print("") 
 
url='https://' + oneview_instance + '/rest/login-sessions' 
try: 
    r=requests.post(url, headers=oneview_headers, json=oneview_body, 
verify=False) 
except Exception as e: 
    print("Could not connect to OneView, error: " + str(e)) 
    exit() 
 
if (r.status_code) != 200: 
    print("Could not log on to OneView. Please verify your credentials and 
that the server is operational.") 
    exit() 
 
sessionkey=json.loads(r.text)['sessionID'] 
oneview_headers={'Auth': sessionkey, 'X-API-Version':"600", 'Content-
Type':'application/json'} 
 
oneview_body={"hostname" : ipaddr, "username" : username, "password" : 
password, "force":True, 
"licensingIntent":"OneViewStandard","configurationState":"Monitored"} 
url='https://' + oneview_instance + '/rest/server-hardware' 
r=requests.post(url, headers=oneview_headers, json=oneview_body, 
verify=False) 
uri=json.loads(r.text)['uri'] 
 
print("Adding server to Oneview. This might take a while, but you can 
cancel the script since it's an asynchronous task", end='', flush=True) 
 
while True: 
    url='https://' + oneview_instance + uri 
    r=requests.get(url, headers=oneview_headers, verify=False) 
    message=json.loads(r.text) 
    print(".", end='', flush=True) 
    if message['taskState']=="Error": 
        print("") 
        print("Failed to add server to OneView. \nError message: " + 
message['taskErrors'][0]['details']) 
        print("Suggested resolution: " + 
message['taskErrors'][0]['recommendedActions'][0]) 
        exit() 
    elif message['percentComplete']==100: 
        print("") 
        print("Server added to OneView") 
        exit() 
    else:    
        time.sleep(5) 
 

  



 
 

Appendix D: Generalized Monitoring Plugin 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# 
# Pythonprogram: check_hp_oneview_hardware_general.py 
# 
# Description: OP5 plugin for polling HP server hardware status 
#              via one or several OneView instances. 
# 
#              Program is called from the script running on the OP5 poller: 
#              check_hp_oneview_hardware.py 
#              The program does API requests to OneView to gather HW 
#              status of HP servers. 
#               
#              General version, which does not make use of Hydra. 
# 
# Options:  
# 
#   -h  --help      Show this help message and exit 
#   -u  --username  Username to authenticate against OneView 
#   -p  --password  Password to authenticate against OneView 
#   -n  --hostname  Name of the server to poll 
# 
################################################################### 
 
import json 
import requests 
import sys 
import base64 
import argparse 
import urllib3 
import time 
urllib3.disable_warnings(urllib3.exceptions.InsecureRequestWarning) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Global Constants                                # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
domain="local" 
oneview_bases=['https://oneview1.example.com/rest/','https://oneview2.examp
le.com/rest/'] 
oneview_headers={'Content-type':'application/json','Accept':'json'} 
 
# Translate status codes 
statuscodes= { 
          'OK':0,       #Normal 
          'Warning':1,  #Warning 
          'Critical':2, #Critical 
          'Unknown':3,  #Unknown or disabled 
          'Disabled':3  #Unknown or disabled 
} 
 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Globals                                         # 
#                                                                 # 



 
 

################################################################### 
 
counter=0 
errors=[] 
serverfound=False 
oneview_device={} 
returnvalue={} 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Parameter handler                               # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
parser.add_argument('-u','--username', help='Username for 
OneView',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-p','--password', help='Password for 
OneView',required=True) 
parser.add_argument('-n','--hostname', help='Hostname to 
poll',required=True) 
args = vars(parser.parse_args()) 
username=args['username'] 
password=args['password'] 
hostname=args['hostname'] 
 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
#                 Function definitions                            # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Function: performRequest()                                      # 
#           Perform web request check if any failures occur       # 
#                                                                 # 
# Parameters: reqtype(post/get), url, headers, body               # 
#                                                                 # 
#                                                                 # 
# Return    : A dictionary containing the returned data from the  # 
#         http request. If an error occured, the error message    # 
#             is returned instead.                                # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
def performRequest (reqtype,url,headers,body): 
    # Check for errors that could occur during  http request 
    returnvalue['error']=False 
    try: 
        r=getattr(requests, reqtype)(url, headers=headers, verify=False, 
json=body, timeout=30) 
    except requests.exceptions.RequestException as e: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Cannot connect to " + url 
        return(returnvalue)      
    if r.status_code == 401 or r.status_code == 403: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Invalid credentials for url " + url + ", 
http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 



 
 

    elif r.status_code >= 400 and r.status_code <= 499: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Client error while connecting to url " + 
url + ", http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 
    elif r.status_code >= 500 and r.status_code <= 599: 
        returnvalue['error']=True 
        returnvalue['message']="Server error while connecting to url " + 
url + ", http status code: " + str(r.status_code) 
    else: 
        returnvalue['message']=(json.loads(r.text)) 
    return(returnvalue) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Function: exitProgram()                                         # 
#           Exit program and print server URL                     # 
#                                                                 # 
#                                                                 # 
# Parameters: statuscode                                          # 
#                                                                 # 
#                                                                 # 
# Return    :  None                                               # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
def exitProgram(statuscode): 
    timedifference=time.time() - filetime 
    if statuscode is 0 or statuscode is 1 or statuscode is 2: 
        print "URL: " +  oneview_base.split("rest")[0] + '#/server-
hardware/show/overview/r/rest/server-hardware/' + uuid 
    exit(statuscode) 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# End function definitions                                        # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
################################################################### 
#                                                                 # 
# Start of Main program                                           # 
#                                                                 # 
################################################################### 
 
 
# Loop through all OneView instances to find the server 
oneview_body={'authLoginDomain':domain,'userName':username,'password':passw
ord} 
for oneview_base in oneview_bases: 
    # Log on to retrieve session key 
    counter+=1 
    url= oneview_base + 'login-sessions' 
    oneview_session=performRequest("post",url,oneview_headers,oneview_body) 
    # If HTTP request returns an error, save it to array and set errorflag 
to True 
    if oneview_session['error']==True: 
        errors.append(oneview_session['message']) 
        if counter==len(oneview_bases): 
            continue 
    else: 
        oneview_session=oneview_session['message'] 



 
 

        sessionkey=oneview_session['sessionID'] 
        oneview_headers={'Auth': sessionkey} 
        url=oneview_base + "index/resources/?category=server-
hardware&userQuery='" 
 
        # Search for the hostname using index search 
        url = url + hostname + "'&attribute=mpHostName" 
        oneview_device=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"") 
        if oneview_device['message']['members']: 
            serverfound=True 
            break 
 
# Exit if server not found after looking through all OneView instances 
if serverfound == False: 
    print "UNKNOWN: Server not found in OneView" 
    # Also print any errors encountered from the HTTP request(s) 
    if len(errors)>0: 
        print str(len(errors)) + " out of " + str(len(oneview_bases)) +" 
OneView instaces reported following errors:" 
        for x in errors: 
            print x 
    exitProgram(3) 
 
# Retrieve powerstate of the device 
powerstate=oneview_device['message']['members'][0]['attributes']['powerStat
e'] 
if powerstate=="Off": 
    print "CRITICAL: System is powered down.", 
 
# Get the number of alerts that has alertstate "Active" 
uuid=oneview_device['message']['members'][0]['attributes']['uuid'] 
url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"alertState EQ \'Active\'" 
numberofalerts=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['cou
nt'] 
 
# Loop through every event that has alertstate "Active" 
for x in range (numberofalerts): 
    url=oneview_base + "server-hardware/" + uuid 
    # Check status on each iteration, since it may change if an event is 
cleared  
    
status=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['status'] 
 
    # If status not OK, get the active error message that matches the 
server's status 
    if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
        url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ 
\'"+status+"\'\"&filter=\"alertState EQ 
\'Active\'\"&sort=created:desc&count=1" 
        
oneview_alert=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message'] 
         
        #If no active alerts are found that matches the server's status, 
break out of the loop 
        if oneview_alert['count'] == 0: 
            break 
 
        # Extract the URI and category of the specific event 
        uri=oneview_alert['members'][0]['uri'] 



 
 

        category=oneview_alert['members'][0]['healthCategory'] 
        # Extract number, which determines how recent the event is 
        number=int(uri.split("/rest/alerts/")[1]) 
 
        # Get all OK events 
        url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ \'OK\'\"" 
        oneview_ok=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']       
 
        # Clear the event if there is an OK event that has arrived later 
with the same category 
        for x in oneview_ok['members']: 
            if x['healthCategory'] == category and 
int(x['uri'].split("rest/alerts/")[1])>number: 
                # Before attempting to clear the event, check so it's not 
just information that the server has restarted or powered off/on  
                if x['description']!="The server has been powered on." and 
x['description']!="Server reset detected." and x['description']!="The 
server has been powered off.": 
                    body={'alertState':'Cleared','notes':'Event cleared by 
OP5'} 
                    base=oneview_base.split("/rest/")[0] 
                    performRequest("put",base+uri,oneview_headers,body) 
                    # If a event is cleared, sleep one second so that 
OneView can update the server's status before we check it again 
                    time.sleep(1) 
                    break 
 
# After loop is completed, check server status once more, since it can be 
changed within the loop 
url=oneview_base + "server-hardware/" + uuid 
status=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message']['status'] 
# If statue is not OK, retrieve the latest alert that isn't cleared and 
matches the status of the device 
# This is done since an event can also be in a "locked" state, where it is 
automatically cleared if the problem is fixed 
if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
    url=oneview_base + "alerts?filter=\"resourceUri EQ \'/rest/server-
hardware/" + uuid + "\'&filter=\"severity EQ 
\'"+status+"\'\"&filter=\"alertState NE 
\'Cleared\'\"&sort=created:desc&count=1" 
    oneview_alert=performRequest("get",url,oneview_headers,"")['message'] 
 
# Print the error message and suggested resolution 
if status !="OK" and status !="Unknown": 
    if powerstate=="Off": 
        print "Additional errors reported: " 
    print status.upper() + ": " + 
oneview_alert['members'][0]['description'] 
    print "Resolution: " + 
oneview_alert['members'][0]['correctiveAction'].encode('utf-8') 
 
# Set status to critical if server is powered down 
if powerstate=="Off": 
    status="Critical" 
 
if statuscodes[status]==0: 
    print "OK: No errors reported by OneView" 
elif statuscodes[status]==3: 
    print "UNKNOWN: OneView reported unknown status" 
exitProgram(statuscodes[status]) 
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